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DATA MONITORING AND DISPLAY METHOD 
AND APPARATUS 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims priority based upon 
copending US. Provisional Application No. 60/240,812, 
?led Oct. 17, 2000, and US. application Ser. Nos. 08/702, 
751 and 09/702,803, both ?led Nov. 1, 2000, the disclosures 
of Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to monitoring a plu 
rality of data channels and processing and displaying moni 
tored data on a hand-held display apparatus. More particu 
larly, the present invention relates to monitoring a plurality 
of data channels Which carry data relating to a motor vehicle, 
processing, and displaying the monitored data on a hand 
held automotive analyZer apparatus. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Proper operation of complex machinery requires 
proper operation of a large number of systems and sub 
systems of the machinery. When one or more of those 
systems and subsystems does not operate properly, it is 
important to be able to analyZe and diagnose problems so 
that the problems can be remedied. Modern automotive 
vehicles are exemplary of such complex machinery, and a 
large number of sensors are provided to monitor a large 
number of parameters of systems and subsystems that are 
important to proper operation of an automotive vehicle. 
Provisions are made for the sensors to provide data to data 
channels, and the data channels are in communication With 
a computeriZed analyZer Which receives and processes the 
sensor-provided data. 

[0004] Computerized automotive analyZers are generally 
of tWo types: large stand alone units; and small, hand-held 
units. Generally, because of their siZe and complexity, stand 
alone analyZers are conventionally capable of more complex 
data receiving and more complex data processing than 
hand-held analyZers. HoWever, it Would be desirable if a 
hand-held analyZer Were provided With the capabilities of a 
stand alone analyZer for complex data receiving and com 
plex data processing. 

[0005] There are plural streams of data provided to a 
computeriZed analyZer via plural data channels. Yet, there 
are times When a technician desires to focus on only one or 
a relatively small number of data channels at a time. In this 
respect, it Would be desirable if a computeriZed analyZer 
Were provided Which permits a technician to focus on one or 
a small number of data channels at a time. 

[0006] Aside from focussing on a relatively small number 
of selected data channels at time, the technician may have a 
preferred order for displaying information from the selected 
data channels. Apreferred order for displaying information 
may relate to a logical sequence of parameters under study. 
Moreover, the technician may Wish to easily change the 
order for displaying information from the selected data 
channels. In this respect, it Would be desirable if a comput 
eriZed analyZer Were provided Which permits a technician to 
readily change the order of information displayed for 
selected data channels. 
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[0007] A convenient Way to enable a technician to select 
among graphs that are available for display is to have a 
displayed list of available graphs. From such a displayed list 
of available graphs, When speci?c graphs are selected, it 
Would be desirable if selected graphs are in some Way 
highlighted or distinguished from other members of the 
displayed list of available graphs. 

[0008] When a tWo-dimensional graph is displayed, often 
the graph has a horiZontal axis and a vertical axis. Often the 
horiZontal axis depicts measurements of time, and the ver 
tical axis depicts measurements of a parameter that changes 
over the course of time. For a given graph, a single scale of 
time on the horiZontal axis is generally selected. HoWever, 
it has been realiZed by the present inventors that it Would be 
desirable to be able to have a graphical display in Which the 
time scale can be changed for a portion of the horiZontal 
axis. For example if a selected graph shoWs the measure 
ment of a parameter versus time in seconds, it may be 
desirable if a portion of the horiZontal axis Would shoW the 
measurement of the selected parameter versus time in tenths 
of a second. When a second time scale is more detailed than 
a ?rst time scale, for a portion of the horiZontal axis of the 
graph, the portion of the more detailed second time scale is 
in a sense magni?ed With respect to the ?rst time scale. 
Another Way of stating this relationship betWeen the second 
time scale and the ?rst time scale is that the second time 
scale is Zoomed-in With respect to the ?rst time scale. In this 
respect, it Would be desirable if a computeriZed analyZer 
Were provided in Which a display can display a graph that 
has a ?rst portion of the graph, Which employs a ?rst time 
scale, and Which has a second portion of the graph, Which 
employs a Zoomed-in time scale. 

[0009] Thus, While the foregoing discussion indicates it to 
be Well knoWn to use computeriZed data monitoring and 
analysis for complex machinery or equipment, there is no 
teaching or suggestion of a data monitoring and analysis 
method and apparatus Which has the folloWing combination 
of desirable features: (1) provides a hand-held analyZer 
having the capabilities of a stand alone analyZer for complex 
data receiving and complex data processing; (2) permits a 
technician to focus on one or a small number of data 

channels at a time; (3) permits a technician to readily change 
the order of available graphs; (4) provides a Way for selected 
data channels to be highlighted or distinguished from other 
members of the displayed list of data channels; (5) provides 
a graphical display in Which the time scale can be changed 
for a portion of the horiZontal axis; and (6) can display a 
graph that has a ?rst portion of the graph, Which employs a 
?rst time scale, and Which has a second portion of the graph, 
Which employs a Zoomed-in time scale. 

[0010] The foregoing desired characteristics are provided 
by the unique data monitoring and analysis method and 
apparatus of the present invention as Will be made apparent 
from the folloWing description thereof. Other advantages of 
the present invention over the prior art also Will be rendered 
evident. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] In a data monitoring and analysis method and 
apparatus for complex machinery, a plurality of sensors 
provide data to an onboard computer. The onboard computer 
has a port for receiving a data link connector for connecting 
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to a computerized analyzer, and the onboard computer port 
provides a plurality of data channels to the data link con 
nector and to the computeriZed analyZer. The computeriZed 
analyZer includes a computer-readable binary pattern stor 
age apparatus Which has a plurality of binary patterns 
constituting an application program executable by a com 
puter. The computer has a central microprocessor, a memory, 
means for loading the application program into a de?ned 
address space of the memory, an operating system Which 
provides a graphical user interface, and a visual display 
device controlled by the application program and by a user 
employing the graphical user interface. 

[0012] The invention provides a computer-readable binary 
pattern storage apparatus Which has a plurality of binary 
patterns constituting an application program executable by a 
computer. The computer has a central microprocessor, a 
memory, for loading the application program into a de?ned 
address space of the memory, an operating system providing 
a graphical user interface, and a visual display controlled by 
the application program and by a user using the graphical 
user interface. The computer is connected to a plurality of 
data channels. The computer-readable binary pattern storage 
apparatus is housed in a hand-held computeriZed analyZer. 
The application program includes a plurality of sets of 
instructions With each set executable by the microprocessor. 

[0013] The sets of instructions in the application program 
include as folloWs. 

[0014] A set of monitoring instructions is executable to 
monitor data received from a data channel and to monitor 
time. 

[0015] A set of data and time processing instructions is 
executable to process the received data and the monitored 
time into groups of information suitable for display on the 
visual display device. Also, the set of data and time pro 
cessing instructions are executable to provide a list of 
information designations on the visual display device for the 
groups of information that can be displayed on the visual 
display device. The groups of information include groups of 
graphical coordinates suitable for graphing, and the list of 
information designations includes graph designations Which 
designate graphs that can be displayed on the visual display 
device from the graphical coordinates. 

[0016] A set of list rearrangement instructions is execut 
able to be responsive to the graphical user interface to permit 
the user to rearrange the list of the information designations 
displayed on the visual display device. 

[0017] A set of graph selection instructions is executable 
to be responsive to the graphical user interface and respon 
sive to selected graph designations to provide a group of 
selected graphs to be displayed in a graphical display mode. 

[0018] A set of graph display instructions is executable to 
be responsive to the graph selection instructions for display 
ing the group of selected graphs on the visual display device. 

[0019] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
a set of highlighting instructions is executable to be respon 
sive to the selected graphs to be displayed in a graphical 
display mode. The highlighting instructions cause the group 
of selected graphs to be highlighted on the visual display 
device. 
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[0020] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
a set of graph display instructions is executable to be 
responsive to the graph selection instructions for displaying 
the group of selected graphs on the visual display device, 
Wherein each graph is displayed has a vertical scale for the 
vertical graphical coordinates and has a ?rst horiZontal scale 
for the horiZontal graphical coordinates. 

[0021] A set of graph scale changing instructions is 
executable on a portion of the horiZontal graphical coordi 
nates, Which has the ?rst horiZontal scale of a selected graph 
that is selected by the user employing the graphical user 
interface, for providing a second horiZontal scale to the 
selected portion of the horiZontal graphical coordinates. The 
second horiZontal scale is larger than the ?rst horiZontal 
scale, and as a result, the graph that is displayed has a 
Zoomed-in appearance. 

[0022] In accordance With yet another aspect of the inven 
tion, a set of time frame recording instructions is executable 
to be responsive to the graphical user interface to permit the 
user to select recording of graphical time frames of the 
groups of graphical coordinates. The graphical time frames 
are suitable for graphing. 

[0023] Aset of time frame selection instructions is execut 
able to be responsive to the graphical user interface to permit 
the user to select recorded graphical time frames to be 
displayed in a graphical display mode on the visual display 
device. 

[0024] In accordance With still another aspect of the 
invention, a set of real-time data collection instructions is 
executable to be responsive to the graphical user interface to 
permit the real-time collection of data, processing of data, 
and displaying real-time processed data graphically. 

[0025] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
a set of diagnostic-code-triggered data collection instruc 
tions is executable to be responsive to the graphical user 
interface to permit the collection of data, processing of data, 
and displaying processed data graphically in response to a 
diagnostic code trigger. 

[0026] A set of trigger line display instructions is execut 
able in response to the diagnostic-code-triggered data col 
lection, for graphing a trigger line the diagnostic-code 
triggered graphs on the visual display device. 

[0027] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
a method is provided for displaying data from a plurality of 
data channels and for displaying information processed from 
the data on a visual display device Which is responsive to a 
graphical user interface. The method includes the steps of: 
monitoring sensed data received from the plurality of data 
channels and monitoring time; processing the sensed data 
and the monitored time into groups of information suitable 
for display on the visual display device; and listing infor 
mation designations on the visual display device for the 
groups of information that can be displayed on the visual 
display device. The groups of information include groups of 
graphical coordinates suitable for graphing, and the list of 
information designations includes graph designations Which 
designates graphs that can be displayed on the visual display 
device from the graphical coordinates. 

[0028] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the method includes the steps of: rearranging the informa 
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tion designations in the list on the visual display device by 
a user employing the graphical user interface; selecting 
information designations by the user employing the graphi 
cal user interface to provide a group of selected graphs to be 
displayed in a graphical display mode on the visual display 
device; and displaying, by the user employing the graphical 
user interface, the group of selected graphs on the visual 
display device. 

[0029] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
method includes the steps of: highlighting the selected 
information designations by the user employing the graphi 
cal user interface to provide a group of selected graphs to be 
displayed in a graphical display mode on the visual display 
device; and displaying the highlighted group of selected 
graphs on the visual display device, one at a time, by the user 
employing the graphical user interface. 

[0030] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the method includes the steps of: selecting, by a user 
employing the graphical user interface, a graph designation; 
for the graph represented by the selected graph designation, 
selecting a second horiZontal scale for a portion of the 
horiZontal graphical coordinates associated With the selected 
graph, for providing a second horiZontal scale to the selected 
portion of the horiZontal graphical coordinates for the 
selected graph; and displaying on the visual display device, 
by the user employing the graphical user interface, the 
selected graph Which has a portion of the horiZontal graphi 
cal coordinates having the second horiZontal scale. 

[0031] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the method includes the steps of: recording time frames of 
the groups of the graphical coordinates, in response to the 
graphical user interface, Wherein the graphical time frames 
are suitable for graphing; and selecting recorded time frames 
of the groups of the graphical coordinates, in response to the 
graphical user interface, for displaying in a graphical display 
mode on the visual display device. 

[0032] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the method includes the steps of: collecting data in real-time; 
processing data in real-time; and displaying processed data 
graphically in real-time on the visual display device. 

[0033] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the method includes the steps of: collecting data in response 
to a diagnostic code trigger; processing the data collected in 
response to the diagnostic code trigger; and displaying/ 
storing the diagnostic-code-triggered-processed data graphi 
cally on the visual display device. 

[0034] There has thus been outlined, rather broadly, the 
more important features of the invention in order that the 
detailed description thereof that folloWs may be better 
understood, and in order that the present contribution to the 
art may be better appreciated. There are, of course, addi 
tional features of the invention that Will be described beloW 
and Which Will form the subject matter of the claims 
appended hereto. 

[0035] In this respect, before explaining at least one 
embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be understood 
that the invention is not limited in its application to the 
details of construction and to the arrangements of the 
components set forth in the folloWing description or illus 
trated in the draWings. The invention is capable of other 
embodiments and of being practiced and carried out in 
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various Ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phrase 
ology and terminology employed herein, as Well as the 
abstract, are for the purpose of description and should not be 
regarded as limiting. 

[0036] As such, those skilled in the art Will appreciate that 
the conception upon Which this disclosure is based may 
readily be utiliZed as a basis for the designing of other 
structures, methods and systems for carrying out the several 
purposes of the present invention. It is important, therefore, 
that the claims be regarded as including such equivalent 
constructions insofar as they do not depart from the spirit 
and scope of the present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0037] FIGS. 1A, 1B, and 1C together comprise a 110W 
chart depicting the overall data monitoring and analysis 
method and apparatus of the invention. 

[0038] FIG. 2 is a screen shot of the visual display device 
in Which a list of sensors and sWitches available for data 
display and graphing is shoWn and in Which a speci?c 
selected sensor has been moved to the top of the list. 

[0039] FIG. 3 is a screen shot of the visual display device 
in Which selected sensors for data display and graphing are 
shoWn in highlighted (enlarged) alphanumeric characters. 

[0040] FIG. 4 is a screen shot of the visual display device 
in Which a particular sensor has been selected for graphing, 
including a Zoomed-in portion, and in Which the selected 
graph is displayed on the visual display device. 

[0041] FIG. 5 is a screen shot of the visual display device 
in Which a particular sensor has been selected for graphing, 
including a Zoomed-in portion, and in Which the selected 
graph employs a trigger line in the Zoomed-in graph portion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0042] An embodiment of the computer-readable binary 
pattern storage apparatus of the invention is a portion of a 
hand-held computeriZed analyZer knoWn as the Genisys 
System manufactured by SPX Corporation. 

[0043] The Genisys System is an easy-to-use hand-held 
instrument designed to operate softWare applications (appli 
cation programs) developed for automotive diagnostics. A 
variety of features of the Genisys System are disclosed in 
additional pending US. patent applications. Such pending 
US. patent applications include US. application Ser. Nos. 
08/702,751 and 09/702,803, both ?led Nov. 1, 2000, the 
disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by reference. 

[0044] The Genisys System employs an internal operating 
system that accesses softWare programs residing in the 
internal memory. The programs are brought into the internal 
memory by a number of optional computer-readable binary 
pattern storage apparatuses Which include an eXternal 
memory card, such as a ?ash memory card, a smart card, a 
hardWare interface port (HIP) module, a cartridge, and a 
hard drive, among others. A hardWare interface port (HIP) 
module can be provided to receive a HIP module. The HIP 
module and cartridge are generally used for backWard 
emulation While the smart card is generally used for security 
purposes. The Genisys System can also communicate With 
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personal computers through an RS-232 connection and With 
printers equipped With infrared communication capabilities. 

[0045] The Genisys System has command keys Which 
allow a user to operate a graphical user interface With the 
computerized analyZer. The command keys include a poWer 
key, function keys, a direction key, and action keys. 

[0046] The poWer key turns the poWer to the computeriZed 
analyZer on and off. 

[0047] The function keys are employed by the user to 
activate different parts of the applications programs The 
functions of the function keys are controlled by the softWare 
and change as different parts of a test procedure are dis 
played on the visual display device of the computeriZed 
analyZer. A visual command bar (for selecting a command) 
is provided on the visual display device, and the direction 
key permits the user to move the command bar in a left, up, 
right, or doWn direction on the visual display device. Once 
the command bar highlights a desired, command, the user 
presses an enter key (one of the action keys) to activate the 
selected command. The operation of the command bar, the 
direction key, and the enter key is analogous to the operation 
the scroll keys or a mouse, With pointing and clicking, in a 
WindoWs environment. 

[0048] The action keys activate an action or request an 
application. The actions keys include a help key, an enter 
key, a menu key, and an exit key. 

[0049] The Genisys System is battery poWered and 
includes an external poWer port for poWering tool and 
recharging the battery. 

[0050] Additional automotive diagnostic softWare pro 
grams can be added to increase testing capability. Expanded 
communications and program ?ash memory updates can 
also be employed When available. A Universal Serial Bus 
(USB) protocol adds even more expansion capabilities. 
Devices such as a keyboard, hard drive, or other USB 
peripherals can also be employed With the Genisys System. 

[0051] The Genisys System includes a data link connector 
for connecting to a data port on an automotive vehicle. A 
connector cable is used to connect the data link connector to 
the computeriZed analyZer portion of the Genisys System. 

[0052] The computer-readable binary pattern storage 
apparatus of the invention can be in one or more of the 
optional computer-readable binary pattern storage appara 
tuses mentioned above. 

[0053] In the Genisys System, the Applications Manager 
is the main menu from Which all programs are selected. The 
menu selections of the Applications Manager include, but is 
not limited to, the folloWing menu items: cartridge module; 
Genisys 99; playback; system setup; and self-running dem 
onstration. 

[0054] When the system setup menu item is selected in the 
Applications Manager, the system setup menu appears on 
the visual display device, and the system setup menu 
includes, but is not limited to, the folloWing menu items: 
contrast; header; language; printer; poWer settings; versions; 
and unit defaults. 

[0055] When the Genisys 99 menu item is selected from 
the Applications Manager, the selection activates the Geni 
sys 99 diagnostics program Which processes vehicle control 
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system data into an easily readable format for the visual 
display device, and then makes the formatted data accessible 
through the Genisys tool. The program reads, graphs, and 
records sensor and sWitch input or output (data stream). The 
program also reads diagnostic trouble codes and performs 
special tests. 

[0056] By Way of example, When the Genisys 99 menu 
item is selected from the Applications Manager, the Genisys 
99 diagnostics program provides the user With a ?rst vehicle 
description screen Which displays manufacturers. Each 
unique vehicle has a different selection method. One such 
method is as folloWs. Once a manufacturer is selected, a 
second screen is provided for selection of a make. When the 
make is selected, a third screen is provided for selection of 
body type. Once a body type is selected, a fourth screen is 
provided for selection of carline. Once a carline is selected, 
a ?fth screen is provided for engine. Once an engine is 
selected a six screen is provided for indicating required 
cables betWeen the vehicle’s onboard computer port and the 
Genisys System. 

[0057] When the Genisys System is connected to the 
vehicle onboard computer, the Genisys 99 diagnostics pro 
gram tests all On-Board Diagnostics TWo (OBD II) appli 
cations of vehicles equipped With an OBD II emissions 
standard system, as Well as many of the OBDI systems. 
Then, the Genisys 99 diagnostics program initiates the 
diagnostic process by creating a custom menu that lists tests 
and procedures available for each vehicle description 
entered into the program. From the custom diagnostic menu 
and the function keys, a number of poWerful test options can 
be selected, such as, but not limited to: DATASTREAM; 
RECORD; DIAGNOSTIC CODES; and SPECIAL TESTS. 

[0058] The DATASTREAM menu selection enables the 
user to vieW vehicle sensor and sWitch data stream infor 
mation communicated from the vehicle computer. The sen 
sors can be arranged for side-by-side display on the visual 
display device and for real-time graphing on the visual 
display device. Also, the data stream information can be 
recorded and printed for examination as a document. The 
key features of the present invention, as explained further 
beloW, are accessed through the DATASTREAM menu 
selection. 

[0059] With reference to FIGS. 1A, 1B, and 1C, the 
overall operation of the data monitoring and analysis method 
and apparatus of the invention is depicted. The largest block 
10 represents a computer-readable binary pattern storage 
apparatus Which can be implemented in a variety of Ways, 
such as an external memory card, such as a ?ash memory 
card, a smart card, a hardWare interface port (HIP) module, 
a cartridge, and a hard drive, among others. The computer 
readable binary pattern storage apparatus 10 has a plurality 
of binary patterns constituting an application program 
executable by a computer Which has a central microproces 
sor, a memory, means for loading the application program 
into a de?ned address space of said memory, an operating 
system providing a graphical user interface, and a visual 
display controlled by the application program and by a user 
using the graphical user interface. The computer is con 
nected to a plurality of data channels that are provided by a 
vehicle onboard computer 12. 

[0060] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 14, for monitoring 
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and receiving data from the vehicle onboard computer 12 
through the data channels, from a computer clock 16, and 
from the graphical user interface 17 for commanding data 
collection. 

[0061] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 18, for storing or 
recording the collected data on the computer-readable binary 
pattern storage apparatus 10. 

[0062] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 20, for processing the 
collected data and for storing the processed data in ?les on 
the computer-readable binary pattern storage apparatus 10, 
represented by block 22. 

[0063] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 24, for reading the 
processed data from block 22 and for converting the pro 
cessed data into converted ?les on the computer-readable 
binary pattern storage apparatus 10, represented by block 26. 

[0064] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 28, for processing the 
converted data into coordinates suitable for graphing and for 
storing the graphical coordinates in ?les on the computer 
readable binary pattern storage apparatus 10, represented by 
block 30. 

[0065] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 32, for processing the 
?les of graphical coordinates into a list of sensors and 
sWitches that can be graphed. Also, the applications program 
includes a set of executable instructions, represented by 
block 34, for displaying the list on the visual display device, 
represented With this particular display by block 36. 

[0066] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 38, for receiving 
commands from the graphical user interface, represented by 
block 40, for commanding a reordering of the list of sensors 
provided by block 32. 

[0067] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 42, for processing the 
previous list into a reordered list that is stored in ?les on the 
computer-readable binary pattern storage apparatus 10, rep 
resented by block 44. 

[0068] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 46, for displaying the 
reordered list on the visual display device, represented With 
this particular display by block 48. 

[0069] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 50, for reading the 
reordered list from the ?les represented block 44 and for 
receiving commands from the graphical user interface, rep 
resented by block 52, for highlighting members of the 
reordered list. 

[0070] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 54, for processing the 
commands from the graphical user interface from block 52 
in conjunction With the list from block 50 to provide ?les on 
the computer-readable binary pattern storage apparatus 10, 
represented by block 56, Which contains processed data for 
a highlighted list of sensors and sWitches. 
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[0071] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 58, for displaying the 
highlighted list on the visual display device, represented 
With this particular display by block 60. 

[0072] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 62, for receiving the 
processed data for a highlighted list of sensors and sWitches 
from block 56, for receiving commands from the graphical 
user interface (represented by block 64) for selecting a 
sensor or sWitch to graph, for receiving commands from the 
graphical user interface (represented by block 66) for choos 
ing betWeen a graphical display of real-time data or stored 
data, and for receiving commands from a diagnostic code 
trigger (represented by block 68) for graphing data related to 
a diagnostic code that has been sensed to be out of speci 
?cations. 

[0073] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 70, for deciding if a 
graph to be displayed does include a diagnostic code trigger 
line 11 (see FIG. 5) or does not include a diagnostic code 
trigger line 11 (see FIG. 4). The applications program 
includes a set of executable instructions, represented by 
block 72, for processing a graph to include a diagnostic code 
trigger line 11. Also, the applications program includes a set 
of executable instructions, represented by block 74, for 
processing a graph Which does not include a diagnostic code 
trigger line 11. 

[0074] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 76, for preparing a 
graph that includes a non-Zoomed-in region and a Zoomed-in 
region. With the non-Zoomed-in region, there are vertical 
graphical coordinates and ?rst horiZontal graphical coordi 
nates. With the Zoomed-in region, there are the vertical 
graphical coordinates and second horiZontal graphical coor 
dinates. The second horiZontal graphical coordinates have a 
greater scale than the ?rst horiZontal graphical coordinates. 
In this respect, the set of executable instructions, represented 
by block 76, includes graph scale changing instructions. 

[0075] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 78, for displaying a 
graph having at least one non-Zoomed-in region and a 
Zoomed-in region on the visual display device, represented 
With this particular display by block 80. It is noted that a 
graphical display that include one non-Zoomed-in region 
that precedes the Zoomed-in region is shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0076] The applications program includes a set of execut 
able instructions, represented by block 81, Which receives 
graphing coordinates for displaying one non-Zoomed-in 
region and a Zoomed-in region on the visual display device 
(from block 78), and Which for receives commands from the 
graphical user interface, represented by block 82, for select 
ing graph time frames for display, Whereby the visual 
display device, represented With this particular display by 
block 86, displays a graph time frame Which includes a ?rst 
non-Zoomed-in region, a middle Zoomed-in region, and a 
second non-Zoomed-in region, such as shoWn in FIG. 5. 

[0077] Once all of the desired graphs and graph time 
frames have been displayed, other functions can be com 
manded by the graphical user interface, represented by the 
generic block 84, for executing other sets of instructions, 
represented by generic block 85, Which may include instruc 
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tion for looping the applications program back to another 
program portion, or the computer can be turned off. Both 
looping and turning the computer off are represented by 
circle 86. 

[0078] More speci?cally With respect to the DATAS 
TREAM menu selection, the data stream is the plurality of 
electrical signals sent betWeen the vehicle sensors or 
sWitches and the vehicle onboard computer. In the comput 
eriZed analyZer, the data stream is retained (in data buffers), 
processed, and displayed on the visual display device in a 
readable format for the technician. In the computeriZed 
analyZer, the data stream display format arranges either a 
preselected group of sensors or all of the sensors and 
sWitches detected on the vehicle in alphabetical order on the 
visual display device. Once the detected sensors and 
sWitches have been displayed on the visual display device in 
alphabetical order, the technician can arrange the order of 
the sensors and sWitches in any desired order. To do so, the 
technician highlights the desired sensor or sWitch. Then, the 
technician presses the To Top function key. This results in 
the selected sensor or sWitch being moved to the top of the 
list on the visual display device. See FIG. 2. Another feature 
is the ability to sort by alphabetical, graphed items, and 
active items. 

[0079] Once the sensors or sWitches have been placed in 
the desired order on the visual display device, a number of 
options are available Which permit data stream revieW and 
ampli?cation. These options include: highlighting (by 
enlarging) selected sensors or sWitches; recording data; 
Zooming to increase the vieWable data WindoW; graphing to 
visually enhance data interpretation; displaying con?gura 
tion to enable sensor comparison; and printing to capture 
data on paper. Highlighted information designations (by 
enlarged sensor list entries) for the sensors for engine speed 
and crankshaft retard are enlarged in FIG. 3. 

[0080] With respect to the function of recording data, 
either during road testing or stationary testing, the record 
function continuously receives data streams through the data 
channels to create a recording of sensor or sWitch activity. 
This sensor or sWitch activity can be vieWed in real-time as 
a graph, or the sensor or sWitch activity can be retained for 
detailed examination at a later time. The sensor or sWitch 
activity can also be saved as a ?le. 

[0081] TWo methods are available to capture data or 
sensor information generated during road or stationary test 
ing: automatic recording; and diagnostic-code-triggered 
recording. 

[0082] With automatic recording, the sensors that are 
graphed on the visual display device automatically display 
past and present data. The past data is read from the data 
buffers in the computeriZed analyZer. If desired, the record 
key is pressed to capture and hold sensor data that occurred 
before and after the time the record key Was pressed. 

[0083] With diagnostic-code-triggered recording, sensor 
data is automatically recorded before (from buffered data) 
and after a trouble code is generated. To vieW a diagnostic 
code-triggered recording, the menu key is pressed to return 
the user to the Applications Manager menu. Then, the 
playback menu selection is selected, and the enter key is 
pressed. A list of recorded ?les is displayed on the visual 
display device, and the desired recorded ?le is selected, and 
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the enter key is pressed. The direction key can then be used. 
Pushing the direction key to the left causes earlier frames to 
be vieWed in sequence. Pushing the direction key to the right 
causes later frames to be displayed in sequence. 

[0084] When automatic recording is to be employed, the 
folloWing steps are taken. A particular sensor or sWitch is 
selected using the visual command bar, and the record 
function key is pressed to instantly create a series of ?les for 
the selected sensor or sWitch. To vieW an automatic record 
ing, the menu key is pressed to return the user to the 
Applications Manager menu. Then, the playback menu 
selection is selected, and the enter key is pressed. A list of 
recorded ?les is displayed on the visual display device, and 
the desired recorded ?le is selected, and the enter key is 
pressed. The direction key can then be used. Pushing the 
direction key to the left causes earlier frames to be vieWed 
in sequence. Pushing the direction key to the right causes 
later frames to be displayed in sequence. 

[0085] Sensor data is retrieved continuously sent from the 
vehicle onboard computer to the computeriZed analyZer. To 
revieW the most recent data captured by the computeriZed 
analyZer, the left side of the directional key is pressed. Then, 
the data is froZen instantly. If one continues to press the left 
side of the directional key, earlier recorded data is presented 
on the visual display device in a frame-by-frame presenta 
tion. When the eXit key is pressed, a live, real-time presen 
tation is displayed on the visual display device. 

[0086] To save a recorded ?le so that it can be retrieved 
and studied later, the menu key is pressed. This takes the 
visual display device back to the Applications Manager 
menu. Then, the playback menu item is selected, and the 
enter key is pressed. Then, the event ?le is selected, and the 
save function key is pressed. Then, a diskette icon appears 
to the left of the name of the saved ?le. 

[0087] To delete a recorded ?le, the event ?le is selected, 
and the delete key is pressed to delete the selected ?le. 

[0088] The Zoom function displays a graph for a selected 
sensor or sWitch, magni?es the label for an information 
designation during graphing, and magni?es a portion of a 
displayed graph for the associated information designation. 

[0089] As shoWn in FIG. 4, a graph for engine speed is 
shoWn. Generally, a graph displays sensor data in a continu 
ously updated graph. As shoWn in FIG. 4, the graph display 
on the visual display device provides a graph divided into 
tWo graphical WindoW Zones. A ?rst graphical WindoW Zone 
is shoWn on the left side of the graph, and the ?rst graphical 
WindoW Zone depicts past activity of the respective sensor. 
A second graphical WindoW Zone depicts magni?ed real 
time sensor activity. Within the magni?ed graphical WindoW 
Zone, a dotted line trigger point can be moved over the data 
line to freeZe and magnify any part of the captured data. As 
data is graphed, the minimum and maXimum sensor mea 
surements are displayed along With the current measure 
ments. To bring graphs to the visual display device, the 
folloWing steps are folloWed. In a list of information des 
ignations, a sensor to be graphed is selected With the visual 
command bar, and the enter key is pressed. To toggle the 
graph function on and off, the enter key is pressed again. To 
toggle graph magni?cation on and off, the Zoom key is 
pressed multiple times. 
[0090] Alternatively, as shoWn in FIG. 5, a graph can 
display sensor data by virtue of the location of a trigger line 
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displayed on the respective graph. The magni?ed portion of 
a graph is displayed both before and after the trigger line. 
The position of the trigger line on the respective graph is 
selected by using the direction key and pressing the direction 
key to the right or left to move the trigger line to the right 
or left along the graph. With the use of the trigger line, the 
graphed data is both magni?ed and froZen. To return to 
real-time data graphing, the exit key is pressed. 

[0091] By pressing the RECORD function key, data is 
quickly captured that occurs before and after the function 
key is pressed. Also, the RECORD function key also pro 
vides for vieWing a ?le that is recorded When a diagnostic 
trouble code is detected. 

[0092] The DIAGNOSTIC CODES menu selection 
enables the user to vieW diagnostic trouble codes set by the 
onboard vehicle computer. Also, the Genisys 99 diagnostics 
program can vieW pending codes to see if a trouble code is 
about to be set. Also, the Genisys 99 diagnostics program 
lists the General Motors OBD II trouble code designations 
of A, B, C, and D to help lead a technician through problem 
diagnoses in order of importance. The DIAGNOSTIC 
CODES menu selection also enables the user to clear 
diagnostic codes in the vehicle onboard computer. Through 
the DIAGNOSTIC CODES menu selection, the Genisys 99 
diagnostics program also provides a freeZe frame option 
Which shoWs a frame of sensor data that is captured at the 
moment a trouble code is set in the vehicle onboard com 
puter. Through the DIAGNOSTIC CODES menu selection, 
the Genisys 99 diagnostics program reads codes recorded in 
the vehicle onboard computer for the folloWing tests: key 
on, engine-off self-test; key-on, engine-off injector buZZ test; 
key-on, engine-off output relays test; key-on, engine-run 
ning test; key-on, engine-running gloWplug test; key-on, 
engine-running cylinder contribution test; and key-on, 
engine-running sWitch test. 

[0093] The SPECIAL TESTS menu selection initiates 
many speci?c tests for vehicle sensors as Well as controlling 
General Motors bi-directional devices and vieWing the 
immediate sensor reactions on the visual display device. 
Through the SPECIAL TESTS menu selection, the Genisys 
99 diagnostics program conducts tests speci?c for the 
vehicle being tested. These tests are, but not limited to, the 
folloWing: readiness status; drive cycle; oxygen sensor test; 
component parameters (eg catalyst or evaporative system); 
output controls (e.g. hi-speed fan on, loW-speed fan on, all 
outputs on); evaporative system leak test; engine controls 
(e.g. air pump control, crankshaft variable learn, fan on/off, 
high fan control, loW fan control, idle air control position, 
idle speed control, spark retard control, and starter inhibit 
control); evaporative emission controls (e.g. canister purge 
solenoid control, canister vent solenoid control, exhaust gas 
recirculation control, exhaust gas recirculation vent solenoid 
control, and evaporative service bay test); fuel system con 
trols (e.g. fuel pump relay, fuel injector disable, fuel closed 
loop control, and fuel trim reset); and diesel controls (e.g. 
boost control solenoid, fuel injection timing control, engine 
shutoff solenoid, and gloW plug relay control). 

[0094] The SPECIAL TESTS menu selection also initiates 
tests. These tests are, but not limited to, the folloWing: 
engine indicator lamps control (eg alternator lamp control, 
change oil lamp control, check gauges lamp control, engine 
hot lamp control, loW coolant lamp control, MIL lamp 
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control, oil level lamp control, oil pressure lamp control, and 
service throttle soon lamp control); transmission controls 
(e.g. pressure control solenoid, reverse inhibit control, 
torque converter clutch control, transmission gear control, 
3-2 control solenoid, preset or reset adaptive parameters 
control, and skip shift control); transmission indicator lamps 
control (eg 1-4 shift lamp control, 2nd gear start lamp 
control, shift lamp control, and up-shift lamp control); 
accessory controls (e.g. air conditioning clutch relay, alter 
nator L-terminal control, and cruise inhibit); engine actuator 
tests; idle air control; enable/disable tests for different actua 
tors; minimum air idle speed; emission maintenance 
reminder (EMR) lamp reset; set timing synchroniZation 
mode; reset idle air control; reset adaptive fuel adjustment; 
reset minimum throttle position sensor; reset ?exible fuel 
percent; enable door lock; disable door lock; display of 
speci?c vehicle information; vehicle computer identi?cation 
test; and display of vehicle and system identi?cation infor 
mation. 

[0095] After repairs have been completed, the repairs can 
be veri?ed With Drive Cycle Enable Criteria. A speci?c 
Vehicle System Monitor can be activated to verify the 
repairs. Alternatively, a Full Drive Cycle can be performed 
to enable all Vehicle System Monitors. 

[0096] Another feature of the Genisys 99 diagnostics 
program is the ability to emulate another computeriZed 
analyZer. More speci?cally, using a cartridge containing 
OTC Path?nder ’99, of OTC/SPX Corporation, OWatonna, 
Minn., the visual display device emulates an Enhanced 
Monitor 4000 unit. One special feature of the Enhanced 
Monitor 4000 unit is the display of an on-screen keyboard 
that permits menu choices and function choices. 

[0097] It is apparent from the above that the present 
invention accomplishes all of the objects set forth by pro 
viding a neW and improved data monitoring and analysis 
method and apparatus that provides a hand-held analyZer 
having the capabilities of a stand alone analyZer for complex 
data receiving and complex data processing. With the inven 
tion, a data monitoring and analysis method and apparatus is 
provided Which permits a technician to focus on one or a 
small number of data channels at a time. With the invention, 
a data monitoring and analysis method and apparatus is 
provided Which permits a technician to readily change the 
order of available graphs. With the invention, a data moni 
toring and analysis method and apparatus provides a Way for 
selected data channels to be highlighted or distinguished 
from other members of the displayed list of data channels . 
With the invention, a data monitoring and analysis method 
and apparatus provides a graphical display in Which the time 
scale can be changed for a portion of the horiZontal axis. 
With the invention, a data monitoring and analysis method 
and apparatus is provided Which can display a graph that has 
a ?rst portion of the graph, Which employs a ?rst time scale, 
and Which has a second portion of the graph, Which employs 
a Zoomed-in time scale. 

[0098] The above description and draWings are only illus 
trative of preferred embodiments Which achieve the objects, 
features, and advantages of the present invention, and it is 
not intended that the present invention be limited thereto. 
Any modi?cation of the present invention Which comes 
Within the spirit and scope of the folloWing claims is 
considered to be part of the present invention. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method of displaying automotive service data on a 

diagnostic tool, comprising the steps of: 

displaying a list of performance measurements, descrip 
tions and values; 

scrolling through said list of measurement descriptions 
and values; 

selecting a measurement from said list; and 

displaying a graphical representation of said selected 
measurement over time. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
arranging the order in Which said measurement descriptions 
and values are displayed in said displaying step. 

3. The method of claim 2 further comprising the step of 
selecting the font for at least one entry in said list of 
performance measurements. 

4. The method of claim 3 Wherein said selected font 
differentiates said entry from the other entries in said list. 

5. The method of claim 4 Wherein said selected font is a 
different color from the other entries in said list. 

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
selecting the performance measurement to be displayed in 
said list from a group of available measurements. 

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising the step of 
receiving said performance measurement values from a 
vehicle onboard computer. 

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
varying the time aXis of the graphical representation of said 
selected measurement over a portion of said measurement 
before displaying said graphical representation. 

9. The method of claim 8 Wherein said varying step 
includes eXpanding the time aXis over a discreet portion of 
said aXis. 

10. The method of claim 9 Wherein said performance 
measurements are engine performance measurements. 

11. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
moving selected performance measurement descriptions and 
values to the top of said list to arrange the order in Which the 
entries are listed. 
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12. Apparatus for displaying automotive service data, 
comprising: 

a display screen; 

a pair of sWitches that receive input directing data to scroll 
up and doWn on said display screen; 

a selection sWitch for selecting a data item displayed on 
said display screen; 

a graphics program for generating a graphical represen 
tation to be displayed on said display screen of said 
selected data item; and 

Wherein said selected data item is an engine performance 
measurement. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12 Wherein said pair of 
sWitches and said selection sWitch share a single input 
button on said apparatus. 

14. The apparatus of claim 12 Wherein said display screen 
is a touch screen. 

15. The apparatus of claim 12 Wherein said display screen 
is an LCD screen. 

16. The apparatus of claim 15 Wherein said graphics 
program can vary the length of the time aXis driving different 
intervals of the performance measurement. 

17. Apparatus for displaying automotive service data, 
comprising: 

display means for displaying a list of engine performance 
descriptions and measurements; 

selection means for selecting at least one of said engine 
performance measurements to be displayed in a graphi 
cal representation; 

Wherein said graphical representation is displayed in the 
list of engine performance descriptions and measure 
ments. 

18. The apparatus of claim 7, further comprising input 
means for receiving data representative of said performance 
measurement from a vehicle on board computer. 

19. The apparatus of claim 18 further comprising port 
means for receiving programs for converting data received 
from said on board computer for display. 

20. The apparatus of claim 19 Wherein said port receives 
a ?ash card. 


